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THE VILLANOVA SCHOOL OF LAW

March, 1986

Dean Murray Resigns
Will Return
to Pitt

Note: The following statement
was obtained by the Docket
Editor-in-Chief and is part of the
Official University announce
ment. It appears unedited and in
its entirety.
Statement of
Dean John E. Murray, Jr.
Villanova University School
of Law

I could not have imagined the
remarkable progress of this Law
School in the course of only two
years. When I came to Villanova, I
saw my task as enhancing thefine
reputation of this Law School. I
assumed that I would not be able
to complete that task in less than
five years. At the end of that pe
riod, I contemplated returning to
my primary interests of teaching
and scholarship, and I further as
sumed that I would then be at Vil
lanova which is, indeed, one of the
better law schools in America.
My agenda included the
enhancement of law teaching and
faculty scholarship. That goal has
been achieved through the great
support and cooperation of my fa
culty colleagues. We required currevisions inc\irtting

comprehensive development of
lawyering skills programs. We
have pursued that development
with astonishing success to place

After much vacillation due to
my great affection for Villan
ova, I have decided toaccept a
position as University Distin
guished Service Professor at
the University of Pittsburgh. I
will teach at the Law School
and devote my remaining
time exclusively to scholar
ship.
Villanova in the vanguard of mod
ern legal education. We required a
substantial modification of our
Law Library. We needed more
seats for our students, student
study rooms, alternative study
environments and a high degree of
computerization for legal research
and computer-assisted instruc
tion. Typically, two to three years
of study would be required for
such a major modification. We
completed the entire modification
just before classes resumed last
August. That development ex
panded our library space by more
than 6,000 square feet and pro
vided room for future growth as
well as attending to our functional
needs. As in all other matters, the
TfrsiaMTmTTrrOTfversity/ffgW*

Dively and Kramer Win
In Client Counseling
Barbara A. Dively and Kurt
Kramer were the winners of the
Fifth Annual Villanova Law
School Client Counseling
Competition. The finals were held
on February 24, 1986 at the Law
School before a panel of alumni
judges.
In the finals, the winners beat
out two other teams consisting of
Judith Kohler and Margaret Koral
and Marian Thayer and Alex

ander Berkovich. The winning
team will now represent Villanova
in the National Competition spon
sored by the American Bar Associ
ation and which will commence at
the regional level on February 28
at Temple Law School. The win
ning team in the Regionals will
participate in the Nationals at St.
Mary's Law School in San Anto
nio, Texas on March 21st and
(Continued on page 7)

ther Driscoll, supplied complete
support and made that critical
improvement possible. Even be
fore my arrival as Dean, I partici
pated in the expansion of our
Placement Center to provide our
students with a much-needed cen
tral office for placement needs. We
had to expand the horizon of our
students in relation to placement
and to continue the development
of greater placement opportuni
ties in this region and throughout
the country. We have been partic
ularly pleased with that success.
We had to computerize our admis
sions process and expand our stu
dent recruitment efforts. While
other law schools will witness still
another decline in their applica
tions from five to twenty percent,
we anticipate an increase in appli
cations next year of up to twenty
percent. That is unheard of in this
era of declining law school applica
tions. We required a separate and
modern financial aid effort within
the Law School to permit our stu
dents to deal with all scholar
ships, loans and other assistance
within this building and to avoid
becoming part of the general Uni
versity pool. We have just gone
"on line" with that computerized
development. We have added
another scholarshipfund that will
benefit generations of future Vil
lanova law students. The support
from our graduates and friends
will see a virtual doubling of the
highest total of funds raised in
any year in the history of the Law
School. We required a new word
processing center and other stateof-the-art equipment. We now
have the most modern equipment
of any American law school. We
had to pursue opportunities for
other types of judicial education.
We have completed two historic
judicial education efforts within
the past two years and we have
also benefited from the wisdom of
some of the most distinguished ju
rists and lawyers in America and

AIDS Policy Established
by Amelia McGovem

In response to the current
AIDS panic, Villanova Univer
sity has made steps toward es
tablishing a Policy on AIDS.
Chairing a committee to de
velop a policy for students, fa
culty or employees with AIDS
is the Rev. Robert J. Martin,
O.S.A., assistant to the vice
president for student life. Mar
tin, a member of the Villanova
Law School Class of 1985 and a
member of the Pennsylvania
Bar Association, has compiled
a 50 page in house document,
titled "AIDS in the Schools"
for the University to use in
establishing its policy on AIDS.
AIDS, an acronym for Ac
quired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome, is characterized by
a defect in natural immunity
from disease which makes vic
tims vulnerable to oppor
tunistic infections and disease,
according to the American College Health Association
(ACHA).
Other conditions the Univer
sity policy will affect are ARC,

which is AIDS Related Com
plex, and HTLV-III antibody,
which is evidence that the body
has been exposed to the AIDS
virus.
ARC is a condition which
may go on to become AIDS,
although the link is not clear.
ARC is characterized by pro
longed (two weeks)fever, unex
plained weight, loss, swollen
lymph nodes, ind/or fungus
infections of tne mouth and
throat.
HTLV-III is the virus which
causes AIDS. Exposure to the
virus may cause antibody
conversion only, ARC, or AIDS.
AIDS occurs in only 5-20% of
the cases of exposure, accord
ing to Dr. Edgar Engleman,
M.D., in his article "Transmis
sion of the AIDS Virus" in The
Student Body. He notes that
ARC occurs in 30-40% and an
tibody conversion occurs in
about 50%.
"The reason we decided that
we needed to develop a policy
on AIDS is because we are in a
large metropolitan area.

particularly close to New York
where there is a vast AIDS
population, and we could ex
pect to have a student in the
future with AIDS. And if not,
we are prepared anyway," ac
cording to Martin. The paper
he compiled "deals with what
AIDS, ARC and HTLV-III are,
what causes them, symptoms
of the disease, policy issues an
institution such as a school
must face when members of
the community develop AIDS,
and what to do to educate the
community."
According to the Center for
Disease Control (CDC), as of
September, 1985, cases of AIDS
were reported in 46 states. In
the United States, 36%) of all
cases are in New York and 23%i
are in California. Also, 2% of
U.S. cases are in Pennsylvania,
with 269 adult/adolescent
cases and 5 pediatric cases. As
of September 1985 there were
13,402 reported cases, with a
fatality rate of 6,830 of the
13,402 reported cases having
(Continued on page 6)

members of our Law School Com
munity. The weekly newsletter,
the new placement bulletin, the
new alumni newsletter and other
communications have allowed
each of us to share in this remark
able development through full
communication.
The great success of this Law
School is due to our students, fa
culty, directors, administrators
and staff as well as the total sup
port received from the President,
other University officials and the
Board of Trustees. It is also due to
the great generosity of our alumni
and alumnae who have given
more and more freely of their time,
effort and money. Our Board of
Consultors has provided us with
unprecedented and highly suc
cessful support. Villanova is, in
deed, an exciting and successful
operation. We have great momen
tum and it is essential that we
maintain it.

Photo by Drew Wohl

Dean John Murray, Jr.
Europe who have brought their

At the end of this year, I will
complete fourteen consecutive
years in law school administra
tion. During that time, I have con
tinuously taught a heavy schedule
of courses and I have managed to
write several books and articles. I

Sentsand lactiff;^wlwiV^dr^i^
year with a commencement ad of law though I also performed the
dress from Justice William H. duties of a law school dean. I knew
Rehnquist of the United States the day would arrive when I
Supreme Court. During this en would completely surrender my
tire development, we have been administrative responsibilities
particularly conscious of enhanc and return to my two basic desires
ing communication among all
(Continued on page 6)

'86 Jessup Team
Sets Record
The Villanova team of John
Brabson, Joseph Chovanes, Geor
gia Davidis, Scott Fegley, and Jill
Goldman made an impressive
showing at the 1986 Philip C. Jes
sup International Moot Court
Competition, held February 21-22
at Howard University in Washing
ton, D.C.
This year's Jessup problem con
cerned an international dispute
over ownership of a stolen art col
lection, based on the actual Elgin
Marbles dispute between Great
Britain and Greece.

the DOCKET
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Through its handling of the
problem, the Jessup team earned
the highest oral advocacy score of
any school in the competition. Vil
lanova placed third in the overall
standings behind Dickinson and
Georgetown. This is the best
showing of any Villanova Jessup
team to date.
Individual awards also went to
John Brabson as best oralist. with
Jill Goldman and Georgia Davidis
finishing in third and fifth place
respectively among the forty-five
participants.
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EDITORIALS
Letters to the Editor

Goodbye^ Farewelllf
It was back in August, about two weeks before the
start of school that I assumed command of the
DOCKET as Editor-in-Chief. Having been a staff
writer and correspondent for three different area
newspapers during the past ten years, the only thing I
knew about being an editor was that, if anything went
wrong, the editor was the one to blame. I know I
always blamed by editor when a story I had written
did not appear as I had so desired.
Although I was asked to take over the DOCKET
on the spur of the moment, I did haye enough time to
formulate two objectives. First, I had to assemble a
reliable and capable staff which I felt I achieved. That
was easier said than done because the school year had
already begun before I had a chance to organize a staff
and set newspaper policy. It is one thing to get a
•person to make a commitment to write for the
DOCKET during the tranquility of summer; it is an
entirely different matter to get help when the Moot
Court briefs are due. It is for this reason that effective
today I resign my position as Editor-in-Chief so that
my successors will have a chance to assemble a staff
during the next two months. I believe this will enable
the new editors to be ready when August rolls around.
Having resigned my current post, I will now assume
the position of Editor Emeritus. I really do not know
what that entails, other than I still do not get paid.
The second objective I set back in August was to
reassert the reputation of the DOCKET as an accu
rate, honest and sensitive news vehicle. In an attempt
to soothe over old wounds I asked our readers only one
thing, and that was to judge us on the merits of our
work and not our personalities, either ours or our
predecessors. Yet, in that same August editorial I
assured our readers that if a delicate situation did
arise, the DOCKET would comment for to do other
wise would be to neglect our duties.
Well, a delicate situation has arisen.John E. Mur
ray in fact resigned as Dean of the Law School and
will return to the University of Pittsburgh. I have
been under constant pressure to write an editorial on
the Dean's resignation. Yet, when a writer is asked to
keep an interview off the record he has an affirmative
duty to do, so I take this responsibility seriously. To
write an editorial at this juncture would be impulsive
and irresponsible. The new editors may take a differ
ent viewpoint in the next edition which they are cer
tainly entitled to do. As of now, accuracy, honesty and
sensitivity dictate that there be no comment. Some
times the most effective guns are the silent ones.

Resnick Writes...
Dear Docket,

Hey, 1 hear that VLS needs a
new dean. Well, in six months I
will be a fully qualified, unem
ployed attorney. If I promise to
stay awhile, do you think they'll
hire me?

Sincerely,
Bernard M. Resnick '86

Student-Facuity
Apathy?
To the Editor:
Apathy. How big a problem is it
at VLS??? I realize that we, as law
students, have many demands on
our time and many concerns con
fronting us, but it is precisely be
cause of such demands and
concerns that I am writing this
letter.
Recently I was elected chair
man of the Faculty-Student Rela
tions Committee here at the law
school. The Faculty-Student Rela
tions Committee is to serve as the
liason between the students and
faculty at VLS. This committee
has, as of late, held their meetings
for the sole purpose of airing stu
dent concerns to the faculty. Un
fortunately, I must admit that the
attendance at these two meetings
has been paltry, to say the least.
Indeed, at the last meeting, there
were almost as many faculty
members present as there were
students.
Now, if all this means that ever
ything is "peachy" here at VLS
. . . great. However, I ratherdoubt
that this is the case.
I am not trying to stir up false
concerns or issues which do not
really exist. I only want to encour
age you, the students of VLS, to
bring your concerns to the faculty
and the only way to do this is to
"bend the ear" of the FacultyStudent Relations Committee.
Drop a note in my mailbox if you
have an issue you would like tosee
discussed at our next meeting.
Then, attend the meetings and air
your views. Thanks.

To the Editor:

As a participant in one of the
interscholastic Moot Court com
petitions sponsored by the Moot
Court Board, I am upset with the
lack of faculty support in prepar
ing, coaching, and encouraging
teams engaged in outside competi
tions.
Interscholastic teams have
often had to rely on relatively in
experienced student panels, the
Moot Court Board, and their own
initiative to prepare for their re
spective contests. Other schools
provide their oralists with an av
erage of three faculty panels a
week, plus a team faculty advisor
who often accompany the teams to

Corpus Delecti

Clear and Present Danger
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By Brad Remick
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Features Editor

the competitions, take care of ad
ministrative functions, and lend
moral support.
Although there are a few nota
ble exceptions, faculty support, by
and large, has been very disap
pointing especially from the view
point of the Villanova team
members. For a relatively young
law school seeking to expand and
build upon its regional reputation,
one would think active support
and fostering of an outside compe
titions program would go far in
enhancing Villanova's reputation
outside the Philadelphia area, es
pecially as our teams brought
home regional and national titles.

A VIEW FROM THE INSIDE

Sincerely,
James Eicher

KMM

THE

Facuity Support Moot?l

Unrecognized Prophets
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OPED
WEISMAN'S
W^RLD
by Dan Weisman
Well, the President's budget has
just come out and been declared to
be dead on arrival at Capitol Hill.
As could be expected, Mr. Reagan
has decided to put in large in
creases in defense spending while
making even larger cuts on the do
mestic side of the budget. Con
gress has been equally adamant
about preserving the domestic
programs. This creates a problem.
It seems that the only way these
two goals can be reconciled (aside
from having Ronald Reagan and
Tip O'Neal decide the issue in a
Steel Cage Texas Death Match) is
with a tax increase.
I know nobody wants to raise
taxes. It's just not one of those
things that people in a polite soci
ety do to get their jollies. Never
theless, there are some special
taxes aimed at certain special in
terests which might possibly win
enough support to become the pro
verbial law of the land. With its
usual amount of forthrightness,
the Docket hereby makes its sug
gestions. Please clip this column
out and send a copy to your favor
ite Congressman or Congresswoman or Congressthing, what
ever the case may be.

The Copier Paper Tax: The
federal deficit could be eliminated
via the revenues generated at
Villanova Law School alone and, if
enough people are doing directed
research, a sizable surplus could
be thrown into the federal coffers.
This proposal has the added ad
vantage of discouraging demands
for copies in triplicate of worth
less forms.
Special Surcharge on Plaid
Jackets with Large Lapels:
This might hit especially hard on
certain Villanova law professors.
However, it might encourage
them to get somewhat more fa
shionable clothes. Besides, the
American clothing industry is cur
rently in a slump. The Interna
tional Ladies Garment Workers
Union should especially support
this tax.

Word Tax on the Congres
sional Record: Have you ever
tried to read that thing? It takes
Congress approximately 36.67
pages to discuss the propriety of
certain technical changes in the
Seedless Grape Farmers Surplus
age and Breeding Dispensation
Act. In terms of style, the Record
works better than Sominex or
even Barry Manilow records. Plac
ing a tax (penny per word, per
haps) on the Record would at least
put some of this verbiage to a good
use.

Mary Lou Retton User Fee:
This would be a special surcharge
to be paid by every corporation
that uses Mary Lou Retton in its
advertising. Since there is no such
thing as a tasteful Mary Lou ad,
this should be considered to be
just compensation for the TV
viewers who have had to endure
them.
Cocaine Import Fee: Trying
to keep it out of the country has
been totally ineffective. At least
taxing it would give the govern
ment some benefit from the trade.
Perhaps this proposal will have
the beneficial side effect of forcing
Crockett and Tubbs to get into a
more honest line of work, like alli
gator training. Also, taxation
would produce better quality con

trol and reduce the amount of bad
trips.

Mike Wallace Word Fee:
Sixty Dollars per word would be
an appropriate figure. Come on,
Mike, let your interviewees
answer one of your questions oc
casionally before you ask him
three more.

A Few Dollars From Andy
Rooney: Need we say more? And
another thing. . .

Tax on Rambo Toys: Even a
small tax could produceuntold bil
lions in additional revenue. If Sly
Stallone feels bad about all those
poor little children having to chip
in a few more pennies to get a
"John Rambo Action Figure," he
can easily afford to pay it himself.
Contingency Fee Lawsuit
Tax: This special tax would only

apply to plaintiffs' lawyers who
clog the courts with frivolous fil
ings. Not only would society fi
nally get some benefit, this would
make ambulance law something
other than "money for nothing."

Stupid Procedural Delay
Tax: This is the other side of the

coin discussed above. This special
fee only applies to defense attor
neys who purposely use dilatory
procedural devices to avoid the
merits of the case for 20 years or
more. Insurance companies would
then have an extra incentive to
pay promptly instead of trying to
get out of it.
Malpractice Tax: Why should
the rest of us have to pay via in
creased premiums for the negli
gence of a few? Instead, any
lawyer, doctor, or other profes
sional who has lost a malpractice
suit should pay extra out of his or
her own pocket. That way, the in
competents will soon price them
selves out of the market and leave
more clients for us.
Clint Eastwood Tax: Clint's
now running for mayor. Pay this
tax. Go ahead, make my day.
Wire Coat Hanger Tax: We
all know that if you put two of
these suckers on a warm, dark
closet, they will breed faster than
rabbits. Hence, there are plenty of
them around. Just send every
tenth one to the governemnt, c/o
The Pentagon, Procurement Div
ision. They also accept toilet seat
covers.
BMW Fee: It would probably
be unconstitutional to tax yuppies
directly (equal protection and all
that jazz) but this should get at
them anyway.

Don't Ban Headband Ads

by Paul L. Brinkmann

"If it weren't for football, he'd
be some yo-yo, out there drinking
beer," says Washington Redskin's
quarterback, Joe Thiesmann in
reference to Chicago Bears' quar
terback Jim McMahon. Theismann said he was upset that the
Bear's quarterback wore a head
band with commercial advertising
during the National Football
League's (NFL) Playoffs. Putting
aside the question of where Mr.
Theismann would be if it were not
for football, we see that the con
troversy continues.
NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle
from the Pro Bowl in Honolulu
warned McMahon that advertis
ing products on headbands "will
not be tolerated." After McMahon
and the Bears had been fined
$5,000 for the first incident in the
playoffs he changed his strategy
and wore the ADIDAS headband
around his neck during the Super
Bowl. No fine has yet been issued.
The NFL Guide Booklet
Member Clubs Game Uniform sec
tion (J), subsection II, item (e) pro
vides that only club issued attire
may be worn on the playing field
or bench area. Generally, this rule
is within the League's power. The
power extends to all rules and reg
ulations which are reasonably necessary to producing and
promoting its product (i.e. NFL
Games). Rules regulating attire
are necessary so the teams may be
recognized and distinguished
from one another. Obviously, the
^ League cannot have individual
athletes donning their own jer
seys and helmets or placing adver- ,using patches, .ffltlliiiillUlirgiiii"
and helmets.
Jim Miller, Director of Adminis
tration for the NFL's Manage
ment Council, stated the Lease's
concern for McMahon's activity is
twofold. One is that the League

doesn't want the athletes to be
come advertising billboards. The
other concern is with rival adver
tisers who are paying top dollar
for a commercial during the game
while their competitor advertises
at a lower cost via the athlete.
But question whether this
sound be a legitimate concern of
the NFL whose primary purpose
is putting on a professional foot
ball game. Could the League jus
tify this attempt to r^ulate the
competitive economic forces of ad
vertising by major equipment ma
nufacturers? Instead the
advertisers should pressure the
broadcasting network which con
trols the costs of the commercials
and close-ups which focus on their
competitor's logos. This concern
is not within the proper province
of the NFL and should be worked
out in the free market between the
competing manufacturers.
The NFL's concern with ath
letes becoming billboards is also
questionable. The only areas of po
tential advertising space on a foot
ball player are headbands,
wristbands, and shoes. Head
bands will only be seen when the
athlete removes his helmet and
the network chooses to focus on
the headband. Unless two or more
wristbands are worn all the way
up the athletes' arm, which is
doubtful, they are too small to be
of any significance. Although
shoes come within the scope of
this rule, they have historically
been exempted. If there exists any
rational basis for separatingshoes
from headbands or whether it was
simply an arbitrary decision by

lection, it has opened up a large
area of economic opportunity for
the athletes. It means a great deal
to an athlete to have the freedom
to negotiate a shoe contract which
provides bonuses for whatever the
agent can dream up. It is not un
heard of, for example, to have a
contract which provides a bonus
for the athlete if he is shown on
the cover of a magazine with the
shoe logo visible.
The shoe exemption allows the
professional athletes to freely ne
gotiate contracts providing sup
plemental income. Sure the NFL
player makes a comparably large
yearly salary. But remember
these are professionals at the pin
nacle of the industry whose ca
reers are exceptionally short and
greatly encumbered with risks of
sickness, injury, and loss of prowness. The NFL player contracts
are standardized, so that there is
little or no flexibility in the n^otiating process with the exception
being for those drafted in the early
rounds. And remember that only
an infinitesimal amount of these
contracts are guaranteed, so al
most all of the players must make
the team each year. Therefore it is
obviously within the profession
als best interest to bargain in all
available avenues.
Maybe I've seen too many.,
Hewlitt-Packard commercials
lately, but "What if" McMahon
and or ADIDAS challenged the
NFL uniform rule as an unreaso
nable restraint of trade. Although
such a challenge is highly unlikely
and the chances of success are
marginal, I have seen worse. And

eveiit.'we isee that a legitimate
purpose for the game uniform rule
is to distinguish one team from
another.
Since the League has given the
athletes freedom in their shoe se

McMahon is an extremely contro
versial character and the NFL has
had very little success defending
anti-trust suits.

1988 - 1989 GRADUATES

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS:

YOU CAN BE RIGHT
FROM THE START
LEGAL-EASE
Now you can focus your studies for law school exams with

Legal-Ease, " a n e w s e r i e s of r e v i e w b o o k s d e s i g n e d f o r l a w

Amway Distributorship
Surcharge: The government has

school exam preparation.

to pay scads of money each year to
prosecute the people who run
these scams or to compensate
those who have been defrauded by
them. This would help pay some
of those costs. It's kind of poetic
justice.
Window Tax: We all spend an
inordinate amount of time in our
lives staring out of them, particu
larly during certain law school lec
tures. Think of this as a kind of
user fee for that which we use
quite often.

Property
C r i m i n a l Law
Contracts
Torts
Civil P r o c e d u r e

A Tax on Sex: At the very
least, this would make working in
the accounts receivable depart
ment at the IRS a lot more fun. If a
marital exemption was included,
that ol' time morality would be en
couraged. Finally, we at Villanova
Law School would get off cheaply,
considering how totally unromantic this place is.

(Continued on page 7)

ONLY $5.25 per title
SMH offers substantial bar review course savings for those who register
early. To learn more, see your campus representative
or contact us directly at:

(617) 742-3900

(800) 343-9188

(202) 347-1971

BAR REVIEW

%u Can Judge A Book By Its Coverage^
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VLS^ Music Man,,,
Preston Hits Airwaves
by Brenda Ruggiero
Live, from Smokey Joe's: it's
Rob Preston!!!
Second-year Rob Preston is a
familiar sight in the halls of VLS
as well as a familiar voice at law
school social functions. He has
been the disc jockey at the
T.G.I.F.'s, as well as the Phi Delta
Phi functions. Starting on Wed
nesday, February 12, Preston
began a weekly live broadcast
from a Wayne tavern.
The program is aired on the Villanova radio station, WKVU-AM,
640. He will be doing the show
weekly from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
every Wednesday night during
the school year. Preston's show,
the "Wednesday Night Backtrac
Party," features dance music
from the fifties, sixties and seven
ties. He claims that he is partial to
the oldies format because it seems
to be more danceable.
Preston became involved with
WKVU during his first year in law
school. Throughout high school
and college, he had always been
involved in some phaseof music or
entertainment. In high school he
was in a band; in college he spun
records at his fraternity's parties.
His Villanoya entertainment ca
reer was born when he noticed
that the T.G.I.F.'s could use a lit
tle livening up. He proposed to the
S.B.A. that they have a d.j. at the
functions, notably himself. He
rented the equipment from the
campus radio station, used his
own records, and became a'welcome addition to the social events.
Eventually he became an ad-

Clerkships:
Fierce
Competition;
Great Experience
(Continued from page 5)

perience derived from a federal
clerkship in another state are
mutually transferable.
The possible drawbacks to judi
cial clerkships include the salar
ies, which may be lower than
some graduating students could
receive from prestigious firms,
and the time commitment, which
usually lasts two years. However,
weighed against the obvious ad
vantages these positions supply,
time and money are often given
second priority by aspiring clerks.
Other third year students who
will be clerking next year are: Pa
tricia Buck — Judge Tressler,
Pennsylvania Court of Common
Pleas; Diane Cherinchak — Penn
sylvania Superior Court; Laura
Degnan — Judge Ricciardi, New
Jersey Superior Court; Jay Eisenhofer — Judge Cirillo, Penn
sylvania Superior Court; Jane
Holmes — Judge Roth, U.S. Dis
trict Court, Wilmington; Lisa
Kaner — Judge Panner, U.S. Dis
trict Court, Portland, Oregon;
Judy Kohler — Chief Judge
Luongo, U.S. District Court,
Philadelphia; Kevin McKenna —
Justice McNeilly, Delaware Su
preme Court; Tom O'Neill —
Pennsylvania Supreme Court;
Chuck Onofry — Judge Strand,
U.S. District Court, Phoenix, Ariz
ona; Kevin Robins — Judge Ditter,
U.S. District Court, Philadelphia;
Karen Wartenberg — Judge
Kennedy, New Jersey Superior
Court, Monmouth County; and
Brian Wenger — Judge Mahon,
U.S. District Court, Fort Worth,
Texas.

junct disc jockey at the station.
WKVU is planning to revamp its
entire structure for next semes
ter. Presently it is only heard on
the Villanova campus. It recently
acquired an FM license and will
soon be heard up and down the
main line. Preston relates that the
station has policy stating that
every d.j. must be involved in
another aspect of the radio station
as well as their show. He became
heavily involved in promotion and
production.
While contemplating new pro
motion tactics, he developed the
idea of the live broadcast show
from Smokey Joe's, a popular
place for Villanova students. He
had his idea approved by the
undergraduate Student Activities
Office and presented it to Smokey
Joe's. Smokey's was very recep
tive to the idea, and even installed
a permanent booth on the edge of
the dance floor.

Landing A Clerkship
by Pat Caputo
On February 18, 1986, the
Placement Office sponsored a
Program on Judicial Clerk
ships, designed to inform firstand-second-year students of
some aspects of these positions
as well as some application and
deadline requirements.
Joan Beck, Director of Place
ment, began the program by
introducing Joe O'Dea, a thirdyear student who will be clerk
ing next year for Judge
McGlynn of the U.S. District
Court in Philadelphia. O'Dea
presented the members of the
panel, each of whom offered
views on acquiring a position
as a clerk and the opportunities
offered within the different lev
els of the court structure.
Faye Stack, class of '85, is
presently clerking for Judge
O'Keefe in the Philadelphia
Court of Common Pleas. Stack
feels that positions such as
hers are often obtainable
through "connections" or

friends who are ar know judges
needing clerks. Even if one has
no such contacts. Stack ad
vises that clerkships are often
available and recommends
sending a resume to the Admi
nistrative Judges. The yearly
salary for a Common Pleas
clerk is approximately $21,000.
Gordon Cooney graduated in
1984 and is completing his twoyear clerkship with Judge Dit
ter of the U.S. District Court in
Philadelphia. Cooney believes
the experience derived from a
judicial clerkship depends lar
gely upon how the particular
judge sets up his chambers and
allocates responsibilities to his
clerks. Cooney described the
workload at the federal courts'
trial level as falling within
three categories: deciding and
writing on motions, presiding
over the trial, and a case
management function. The ad
vantages of clerking in this
court include acquiring a good
feel for lawyers and procedural

issues, along with making good
contacts and having the oppor
tunity to impress attorneys.
The panel's representative
from the Court of Appeals was
Karen Masterson, '85, who is
currently clerking for Judge
Gibbons of the Third Circuit.
Masterson stated that the
three functions of clerks at this
level are researching and writ
ing bench memos, writingopin
ions, and proofreading. The
duties of a Court of Appeals
Clerk are more academic and
possibly less dynamic than
those of a district court clerk
who participates in an ongoing
trial. However, Masterson
commented that her clerkship
is "the most intellectually
stimulating thing I've ever
done — the interplay of
personalities I've observed is
fascinating and the perspective
into the Third Circuit which
I've received is invaluable."
(Continued on page 7)
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Experiencing a Judicial Clerkship
by Pat Caputo
Of the many career alternatives
available to graduating law stu
dents, judicial clerkships rank
among the most prestigious. The
demand for clerkships is steep and
the competition fierce; neverthe
less, Villanova students have tra
ditionally held their own in this
market. The class of '85 boasted
22 clerks — approximately 11% of
the total section. The present
third-year class has demonstrated
its enthusiasm for these coveted
positions and to date have ac
quired 15 of them.
Judicial clerkships are available
for almost every judge in all juris
dictions, state and federal, at both
the trial and appellate levels.
Clerkships, which last one or two
years, offer attorneys the oppor
tunity to work closely with a par
ticular judge and court, observe
many practicing lawyers, and
learn the law of the jurisdiction
first hand and in depth, thereby
gaining invaluable exposure to
and knowledge of the legal com
munity and the various fields of
practice. Clerks assist their
judges in varying capacities, in
cluding deciding upon motions,
and drafting bench memos and
opinions. The degree of responsi
bility placed on the clerk depends
upon the judge for whom he is
working; however, the workload
for a clerk will most likely be sub
stantial.
Joan Beck, Director of Place
ment, feels that clerkships are
wonderful opportunities, and en
courages all students to consider
this option. Beck believes that i
"being an apprentice lo one of the
profession's fine legal minds is a
great asset to anyone's lawyering
skills." Moreover, Beck points out
that "short of being a judge one
self, this may be the only oppor
tunity a lawyer has for making
impartial decisions regarding the
cases with which he is dealing."

The application process is time
consuming and competitive. Al
though there is no official dead
line, those who have applied
generally agree that it is wise to
begin early, with March 15th as a
target date. Last year, the rule
among federal judges that clerk
ship candidates would not be con
sidered and interviewed until July
was changed without notice. Vil
lanova students found themselves
at a slight disadvantage compared
to other prestigious schools that
were made aware of the change.
Second year students hustled to
get their application packages to
gether and mailed while many
other law students were already
interviewing. Despite this seem
ing drawback, 15 Villanova third
year students have obtained posi
tions, including eight federal dis

trict court clerkships. Seven state
clerks were appointed in Penn
sylvania, New Jersey, and Dela
ware.
There is no formal application
for these positions. Third year Joe
O'Dea, who will be clerking next
year for Judge McGlynn of the
U.S. District Court in Phila
delphia, found that the absence of
standard applications could be an
advantage: "You can use it as an
opportunity to put yourself
ahead." O'Dea found it worth
while to send an entire package to
each judge containing a trans
cript, writing sample, the names
of those whom he had asked to
write recommendations, and a
well-written cover letter. A pack
age of materials, as opposed to a
single letter, helps to single one
out from among many candidates.

"Being offensive instead of wait
ing to be asked for your creden
tials is a positive strategy," O'Dea
remarked.
If one is anxious to gain federal
clerking experience, it may be
necessary to travel great distan
ces. The northeast traditionally
contains the most highly sought
positions, whereas other parts of
the country may be more attain
able while still providing a challenging and rewarding
experience. When she began her
application process, third year
Kate Gregor chose the cities in
which she would be willing to
clerk and selected the judges with
in each with whom she was inter
ested in working. Gregor found
her geographical flexibility paid
off when she was awarded a posi
tion with ludge Bellew of the U.S.

District Court in Houston, Texas.
Clerking in a totally new and dis
tant location is not a disadvantage
to one's future career, regardless
of where one is later employed. On
the contrary, Gregor feels that "a
clerkship experience can be used
as a career builder, making you
more marketable wherever you
work."
if one knows with certainty
where he intends to practice, it
may be a good idea to stay within
that state's court system. Firms
will probably look favorably on an
attorney who has worked closely
with a judge in their jurisdiction.
If, however, one is undecided as to
where he wishes to be perman
ently employed, the skills and ex(Continued on page 4)
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Coping With AIDS
(Continued from page 1)
died.
The University's policy is
still in the developmental
stage. The University will fol
low guidelines set out by the
CDC and ACHA, according to
Martin. "The reasoning behind
this is we believe they establish
a reasonable standard of care
for dealing with a person who
has AIDS, ARC or HTLV-III an
tibody. ACHA emphasizes the
need to treat this issue on a
case by case basis. We will look
at each case and then make a
decision about which students
should stay in school."
Martin continued, "Gener
ally, as long as a student does
not have debilitating physical
problems, for example, uncon
trolled bodily functions, then a
student who's physically able
should stay in school."
He emphasized, "We want to

be sensitive to individual
students-for-example we
would want to notify them if
there is a measles outbreak,
since they would be more sus
ceptible to the condition."
There is much panic and
misunderstanding around the
disese. AIDS cannot be trans
mitted through the following
contacts; working in a group
setting, shaking hands, eating
in restaurants, swimming in a
public pool, sharing a ba
throom with a gay roommate,
using a public toilet, whirl
pools, saunas, coughing, hug
ging.
The four major ways to con
tract AIDS are intimate sexual
contact with an exchange of
semen from the infected person
to the non-infected person,
sharing needles as between an
infected person and a noninfected person, contaminated

blood products, and from
mother to unborn child.
Carlos Greaves, M.D., in his
article "AIDS: Risk for Gays"
notes that the HTLV-III virus
exists in highest concentration
in semen as compared to all
other bodily fluids. He also
notes that direct contact with
blood is by far the most effec
tive mode of transmission for
the disease. Thus the HTLV-III
virus which is present in
semen of the infected person
can be transmitted to the noninfected person through anal
intercourse. HTLV-III has also
been found in tears and saliva,
but there has been no proof as
to the virus being transmitted
through either of these fluids.
As prevention of the disease,
Martin suggests "good old fa
shioned preventative-measure
education. Towards this end,
the University will be imple-

TheUps and Downs of Dow Jones
maintain that the Dow is every bit
as accurate. "In my 24 years in
this business, I've seen the Dow
and the other two major indexes
Tongues wagged and hearts
move at pretty much the same
fluttered when the Dow Jones In
pace in the same direction;" says
dustrial Average — Wall Street's
Robert Calabrese, a vice president
best-known barometer of "the
of Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc.
market" — broke through the
More important, he adds, Dow
1,600 barrier on Feb. 7. The his
toric high put the Dow nearly 50 Jones stocks usually set the
market pace. "As the Dow goes, so
points above its New Year's Eve
goes the overall market."
level and more than 300 points
Still, critics have long con
higher than it was a year ago. At
tended that the Dow has its short
press time, the average flirted
comings. They say the index is too
with the 1,700 mark.
At times like this, all eyes are on" heavily weighted with older, lowtechnology companies instead of
the numerical average. But few
people know the names behind the firms that reflect the nation's
numbers. The Dow Jones Indus emerging reliance on service and
trial Average is made up of the high-tech industries. The folks at
stocks of America's 30 bluest-chip Dow Jones & Co. disagree.
The company believes its index
corporations. Dow Jones & Co.,
is representative of the general
parent firm of the Wall Street
price movement of shares on the
Journal and Barron's, tabulates
New York Stock Exchange and of
the daily ups and downs of its il
lustrious average by addingupthe the changing nature of the world
economy. United Technologies,
price per share of each of the 30
stocks, then dividing by a number one of the nation's leading manu
facturers of commercial and mil
that compensates for stock splits
itary aircraft, and Allied Corp.,
and other statistical deviations.
which recently merged with Sig
The magic divisor also takes into
nal Companies to become one of
account the periodic, though rare,
the country's biggest aerospacesubstitutions in the Dow's 30
defense contractors, are two vete
listed stocks.
ran Dow members whose
When asbestos giant Johnsbusinesses have evolved in step
Manville filed for bankruptcy in
with the changing world econ
1982, American Express replaced
omy.
it on the Dow. Prior to that, the
Other celebrated Dow compan
last switches were in 1979 when
ies also continue to evolve. Gen
IBM and Merck (the chemicals
and pharmaceuticals maker) re eral Motors, which acquired
computer-services giant Elec
placed the then ailing Chrysler
tronic Data Systems in 1984, un
Corp. and Esmark Inc., the nowveiled plans for its revolutionary
defunct food conglomerate. IBM
Saturn car a year later. Sears, Ro
itself was no stranger to the list. It
was bumped in 1939 to make room ebuck, the century-old retailing gi
for an up-and-coming AT&T. ant, now peddles stocks as well as
Two charter Dow members are socks with its acquisition of Dean
celebrating their 90th anniver Witter Reynolds^ the brokerage
sary this year — General Electric house, a few years ago.
General Electric, which is in the
and American Brands, parent
process of acquiring RCA, now
company of Pall Mall and Lucky
adds communications to its pro
Strike, Jim Beam Whiskey and
duct stable. Even stalwart com
Sunshine Biscuits.
panies like American Can saw the
Although the Dow hogs most of
economic writing on the wall. It
the headlines, there are several
other stock price indexes. The two canned its container manufactur
ing business in 1982, and is now a
most prominent are Standard &
billion-dollar a year financial ser
Poor's index of 500 stocks (com
monly called the S&P500) and the vices firm.
At the same time, the Dow Jones
New York Stock Exchange's com
posite index of all 1,800 listed com Industrial Average continues to
include the likes of such smokes
mon stocks. Price movements of
shares in the smaller, generally tack companies as U.S. Steel and
more speculative, companies are Bethlehem Steel, Exxon and Tex
aco, Union Carbide and Minne
measured by the American Stock
Exchange index and by the Na sota Minining & Mineral (better
tional Association of Securities known as 3M). Woolworth's, Proc
Dealers automated quotations ' tor & Gamble and General Foods
are among the Dow's more cele
(NASDAQ) index.
brated consumer entries.
While those indexes are much
Certainly, the Dow is a reprebroader-based, market watchers

By Walter Lucas

Docket Financial Writer

sentative cross-section of Ameri
can industry. Whether it's a
representative cross-section of the
economy is not as certain. That's
why investors are often unsure
how much weight to accord the
average. Even the Dow's most
avid proponents caution against
becoming a slave to the average:
buying when it's up, selling when
it's down. "A 35-point uptick in
itself tells you absolutely nothing
except that the market was up 35
points on a given day," observes
Shearson's Calabrese. "One has
to be a market technician to un
derstand whether the Dow indi
cates if the market is heading
higher or lower."

Murray
Resigns

Rev. Robert Martin
menting an education pro
gram. Beginning in March,
deans, vice-presidents and the
student life staff will be edu
cated about the disease. R.A.'s
(Resident Assistants) will be
educated right away. There
will be educational programs
by invitation for student lead
ers sometime this spring. We
plan to have an aggressive pro
gram in the fall for all students,
perhaps beginning with orien
tation."
"In a realistic fashion, stu
dents can take the best precau
tions. We want to reduce
hysteria, fear and irrational
feelings about the disease. We
want to reduce homophobia as
much as we can."
Martin notes "This is a real
istic approach. With a popula
tion as high as Villanova, it is
part of our educational respon
sibility or legal obligation to
teach students the risks of the
disease."

(Continued from page 1)
exclusively: law teaching and
legal scholarship. Though I had
not contemplated this change as
early as next year, an outstanding
opportunity caused me to reflect
upon the remarkable progress at
Villanova in a short span and my
proclivities toward teaching and
scholarship. I discussed this op
portunity thoroughly with the
President, members of the Board
of Trustees and others before
making a decision. I could not
have received a more professional,
insightful or charitable reaction.
There was a genuine under
standing of my desire to allocate
more time to scholarship and to
meet certain scholarly commit
ments that I had made in the past.
Though the outstanding oppor
tunity was unsolicited, it was one
that I had to consider seriously.
After much vacillation due to my
great affection for Villanova, I
have decided to accept a position
as University Distinguished Ser
vice Professor at the University of
Pittsburgh. I will teach at the Law
School and devote my remaining
time exclusively to scholarship. I
will continue my full efforts at Vil
lanova until August of this year.
For the remainder of my career in
legal education, I shall always be
pleased that I was touched by the
unique Villanova spirit. It shall re
main with me always. I express
my deepest gratitude to the many
constituencies of this Law School
who have provided their support
to the Villanova Law School and to
me. I know that you will continue
to extend your greatest effort to
the Law School as it continues to
develop into one of the great law
schools in America.
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^4 big league basketball experience...

Cats Dump U-'
by Jeanne Rapley

The first thing I noticed at the
Villanova v. Connecticut basket
ball game on February 9th was
feet. Basketball players have huge
feet — I've seen smaller boatssail
ing on the Delaware. The second
thing I observed was the fans.
None of last year's enthusiasm
seems to have diminished; in fact,
at times, it was a little too exuber
ant.
Harold Pressley scored Villanova's first basket and was re
warded with what seemed to be
thousands of blue and white strea
mers flying out from the student
section. 'Nova jumped out to a 13
to 7 lead despite some sloppy ball
playing on both sides. They
seemed to spend as much time
misaiming passes and scrambling
for the ball as I did when I played
C YO ball in 8th grade (guess some
things never change).
The first half seemed todragon,
giving me time to ponder some of
the more philosophical aspects of
basketball. For instance, why
does Harold Jensen wear a T-shirt
under his uniform? Is it cool or is
he allergic to synthetic blends?
And, if he'd missed those seem
ingly rocket-like passes while
standing in front of the press
table, could we sue whether he
was wearing a T-shirt or not? I
also noticed Connecticut had a
coach whose main purpose

McMahon
"Banned"

(Continued from page 3)

McMahon might just argue that
the NFL has restrained interstate
trade by adopting this overly
broad rule and by applying it arbi
trarily, unreasonably, and discriminatorily against him.
Although the uniform rule is rea
sonably related to the NFL's legiti
mate purpose of producing
football games, question whether
it isn't unreasonably restrictive
and clearly arbitrary in its appli
cation in view of the shoe exemp
tion.
The argument might be similar
to the one made in the Los An
geles Memorial Coliseum case
which cost the NFL about $55 bil
lion. There the court held that the
NFL's rule requiring a threequarters approval by members of
the League beforea team could rel
ocate into another's territory was
unreasonably restrictive in viola
tion of the Sherman Act. At the
same time, the court seemed to in
dicate that requiring approval by
a simple majority vote would not
have constituted a violation.
Following this line of reasoning,
McMahon could argue that the
legitimate goals behind the game
uniform rule could be achieved
through less restrictive means
which would not have such a res
training effect on trade. A less restrictive rule which would
accomplish the same legitimate
goals and harm not the NFL would
simply state that the athletes can
not wear any products which in
terfere with the teams' uniforms.
This would seem to allow for
McMahon to wear his ADIDAS
headband, yet at the same time
prevent a player from becoming a
billboard. If any problems were to
arise, the League could look at the
athletes use of the product in ques
tion and make a case by case deter
mination with some reason for
their decision.

seemed to be to fold the player's
sweat jackets after they threw
them on the floor. Does Villanova
have such a coach (maybe that's
where my tuition goes!)? If not,
does U-Conn having one violate
the rules of the NCAA, The Big
East or just plain good sports
manship?
With these thoughts in mind, I
turned back to the game. Villa
nova had a streak going and with
just under IV-i minutes to play had
widened their lead to 24-17 with
the major offensive effort being
generated by little Kenny Wilson,
Harold Jensen and Harold Pressley. In the closing minutes, Con
necticut seemed to gain some
momentum to pull within 3 points
of the Cats to end the half 24-21.
The second half proved to be
much more exciting. Connecticut
came out hot and within minutes

Photo by Drew Wohl

Harold Pressley guns a
jumper from the top of the
key.

snatched the lead from Villanova.
the fans wouldn't continue com
The Wildcats went from 3 points
ing to the game.
up to 6 points behind, 28-34, in
Whether it was the flight, or
what seemed like seconds.
Rollie's action, or just luck, Villa
In addition to some exciting bnova got it together again and
ball, there was also a benchfought back to regain the lead 49clearing "brawl" resulting in
47 with 4'/^ minutes left to play.
Rollie Massimino yelling at fans in
This is where sheer anxiety sets
the student section. The scuffle
in — those last 5 minutes felt like
started when Jensen was fouled
50 (kind of like the last 5 minutes
by a U-Conn player. One thing of your 3:40 Friday make-up
lead to another and suddenly the
class!). With every Villanova
benches were empty and both
basket the roar of the crowd got
sides were playing tag team wres
louder. The Cats managed to pull
tling on the court. The fans re even farther ahead, thanks to Usponded by chanting some Conn's inability to stay out of foul
'improper' things at U-Conn play
trouble. Six of 'Nova's last 8
ers. Coach Massimino went flying points came on free throws with
to the student section yelling and
Wilson, Plansky and Pressley con
waving and generally indicating tributing 2 points a piece. When it
the yelling should stop. He com
was all over, and the dust cleared,
mented later on the unsportsman
Vi)lanova had done it again —
like conduct of the fans, indicating * hanging tough to win in the end
if that kind of behavior continued. 59-53.

Cats Hang Tough; Win 3, Lose 1
Georgetown

It took 50 intense minutes; in
cluding 2 overtime periods and
when it was over the 'Cats had
recorded their finest win of the
season, recording a thrilling 90-88
victory over the nationally ranked
Georgetown. Senior Harold Pressley, on his way to being named
Sports Illustrated Player of the
Week, turned in one of the finest
performances seen this year in Big
East action when he errupted for
34 points on 14-17 field goals and
6-7 free throws, 11 rebounds, 8
blocked shots, 5 steals and 3 as
sists in 44 minutes. Harold Jensen
added 16 points and 5 assists in
cluding the game winner, a 20 foot
jumper with 4 seconds left in the
second overtime.

St. John's

Villanova couldn't maintain the
drive that carried them over the
Hoyas as the 'Cats fell to the St.
John Redmen at the new arena on
February 18. In the 1st half, the
Wildcats scored a quick six points
but were unable to do much after
that. Plagued by early foul trouble
and an inability to find the basket,
Villanova ended the 1st half trail

ing by 30-16. Coach Massimino
also cost the team 4 points with an
outburst against the referee, re
sulting in 2 technical fouls being
called.
At the start of the second half,
Villanova seemed destined for
slaughter. With just over 15 min
utes left to play, the Wildcats were
down 45-22. Lead by Harold Pressley,.who scored 24 points, Villan
ova came storming back to pull
within 3 points of St. Johns. The
Redmen hung on for the win, 7976, however, capitalizing on
'Nova's inability to stay out of foul
trouble by completing 16 out of 19
tries from the foul line.

Seton Hall
The Wildcats romped over
Setan Hall on Saturday night. Ha
rold Jensen was hot, scoring 12
points on 6 attempts the first half,
while Harold Pressley helped the
defense with 5 rebounds. Villan
ova lead 35-30 at the half and from
then on it was all down hill for the
Pirates. The Cats ran up a 20
point lead in the second half and
then kicked back and cruised in
for the win.

Counseling Continues
(Continued from page 1)

22nd.
An added feature of this year's
ABA Competition will be an inter
national run-off at San Antonio on
Sunday, March 23rd among the
winners of the American Competi
tion and the victors in the Cana
dian and British Competitions.
Last year the Villanova team com
posed of Kate Smith and Robert
Nice won the National Champion
ship held at Pepperdine Law
School in Malibu, California.
The subject of this year's Vil
lanova competition (which will
also be the subject in the Regional
and National Competition) is the
general field of criminal law.
The judges this year consisted
of Honorable Esther R. Sylvester,
Class of 1964, Nino V. Tinari, Es
quire, Class of 1966 and J. Clayton
Undercofler, III, Esquire also of
the Class of 1966.
Sylvester was recently elected
to the Philadelphia Common Pleas
Court. She was formerly Vice
President and General Counsel for
the Sands Hotel-Casino in Atlan
tic City. She has also served as
counsel to the Philadelphia Police

Department and as a member of
the District Attorney's Office, as
well as President of Rosemont Col
lege.
Tinari is one of the best known
and busiest criminal lawyers in
Philadelphia and is frequently in
volved in major criminal cases.
Undercofler is a partner in the
Philadelphia firm of Dilworth,
Paxson, Kalish and Kauffman. He
was the United States attorney for
the Eastern District of Pennsyl
vania and is a prominent criminal
lawyer.
Dean Robert Garbarino,
moderator of the Competition,
said he was delighted with the
record-breaking participation re
sponse from students and gradu
ates of the Law School. This year
an all-time high of over one
hundred students participated in
the Competition as attorneys and
clients. In adition, over forty grad
uates and faculty members
participated as judges. Garbarino
expressed delight in having an il
lustrious group of judges who con
tinued the tradition of graduates
of the Law School actingasjudges
for the Competition.

Photo by Drew Wohl

This season has been a real nail-biter for Coach Rollie Massi
mino, but he's gotten some inside help from Mark Plansky,
(above left) and some outside help from Dwight Wilbur.

So You Want to
Become a Clerk?
(Continued from page 4)

Mark Levy, '84, clerk for
Judge Giles of the U.S. District
Court in Philadelphia, finds his
two-year clerkship to be a valu
able time of reflection: "After
pushing through the grind at
Villanova for three years learn
ing a way of thinking, it's good
to stop and see that there is still
a real world outside!" Levy re
commends applying early for
clerkship positions with a care
fully proofread resume and a
brief writing sample displaying
clear, crisp writing style.
Third-year student Kevin
McKenna began his search for
a clerkship during the early
spring of 1985 by enlisting the
aid of a national judicial clerk

ship letter writing service in
sending out 241 applications to
selected judges across the
country. McKenna made sev
eral suggestions to aspiring
clerks, including the impor
tance of clarifying for judges
Villanova's low grading policy
during interviews and in let
ters of recommendation from
professors. McKenna's method
resulted in his attainment of a
clerkship with Justice
McNeilly of the Delaware Su
preme Court.
The program was videotaped
and is available to anyone who'
was unable to attend. A shelf in
the Placement Office contains
information designed to assist
students in successfully apply
ing for judicial clerkships.
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When the burden
of law school
gets too heavy . . .
JOiEPHlON^HLUWin
can make it easier —
with a bar review course
that gets you through law school
and through the bar.

FIRST YEAR REPRESENTATIVES
Susan Bassett
Joe Zack
Joe Francione
THIRD YEAR REPRESENTATIVES
Judy Birchfield
Nancy Bloomberg
Paul Brinkman
Howard Dwoskin
Kate Gregor
Terry Hagenbach
Lisa Jacobs (Coordinator)
Judy Kphler
Terry Nave
Kevin Robins
"Trip" Sullivan
Brian Wenger
Donna Wright

SECOND YEAR REPRESENTATIVES
John "Chris" Brown
Pat Connell
Frank Correal
«
Denise Hollingsworth-Dawson
Carolyn Moran
Jordan Nagle
Anna Scarafile
Erin Kelly
Pat Farris
Jim Herman
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ENROLL NOW AND RECEIVE
A FREE BOOK BAG*

(It'll at least make your burden easier to carry.)

Contact your campus rep for details.
* Limited Offer: subject to quantities on hand.
©1985 JOSEPHSON/KLUWER LEGAL EDUCATIONAL CENTERS, INC.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE...YET.
CURRENT SPRING DISCOUNTS FOR THE PA COURSE:

CLASS OF'86
CLASS'87, '88

DOWNPAYMENT

DISCOUNT

YOUR PRICE

$50.00
$50.00

$75.00
$125.00

$675.00
$625.00

